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Good morning to you all,
My friend Michelle dropped by for a few hours last night, which was unexpected though
very welcome. She has, by default, taking on the entire running of her soon to be sixteen
year olds school prom arrangements & needed help with the email side of things. As you
know I am at least 10 years out of date with all things computer but between us we
managed to muddle through & get a mass email sent out to all of the one hundred & thirty
something parents with all of the details, photographs & costs etc.
Not too surprisingly while Michelle was still here she had one parent get in touch asking if
the venue could provide, what is basically, junk food for her daughter, so I suggested that
Michelle refer those menu requests to the venue itself as opposed to acting as a go
between. But then the prom isn’t scheduled until June so I would be surprised if it isn’t
cancelled long before that due to this Corona pandemic.
Image 1: The final week of this embossed silk paper collection coming up, so as I usually do
in the final week I will begin dumping the earlier one’s from the bottom just so I don’t have
to spend time deleting them all off the site in one go.
Image 2: Another of these duo papers using the vintage fashion images now, so a half
sheet of backing paper & a larger & two mirrored pairs of the image in colour coordinated
frames. Oddly & totally unplanned, it looks rather nice against the sheet from the paper
collection that I will be uploading later today.
Image 3: I mentioned the other day that I have been playing around with words again; well
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this is one of the sheets that I came up with. This is intended for you to simply snip around
which ever greeting you need, as & when you need it. I have tried to think of various
greeting such as Happy Birthday, thank you etc. but it is by no means complete.
Image 4: The next in this series of card kits featuring images from the rose file, & now that I
have finished uploading the entire Country Cottage Garden file I will be publishing the first
couple of the backing papers from this file direct to site this morning.
Image 5: Also from the vintage fashion images file is this one where I had a go at enhancing
the image before creating the decoupage layers for you to cut out & mount up on your
project. With Mother’s Day rapidly approaching, I am trying to get the little bunch of these
vintage fashion sheets that I created uploaded for you & I think there are only a couple
more to go.
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Image 6: The second of the card kits from the rose resource files for the coming week, this
bold red rose make for a fantastic back drop as well as focal point on this kit.
Image 7: Another of those feline decoupages I had a request for a while ago now, I
particularly like this one even though it was a pain to work with due to all of the dark
colours!
Image 8: One of my friends in the USA sent me a card she had seen created on TV a while
back & you know what I am like, I had to recreate it so I could pass on the details to you.
The actual template is slightly different to this sample insofar as I decided I wanted a
protruding step at both the top & bottom of the card so I did a bit of recalculating & the
picture on that actual template sheet shows the final sample.
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Image 9: A card fold project is the bonus sheet for this morning, & it only became a project
rather than a template as it takes the entire piece of card, so the printed outer lines would
have been cut off by your printer, or else it would have shrunk the whole thing. But they are
very short project notes so only cover one sheet!
As ever I have a bunch of other stuff, as well as a couple of rose backgrounds, to publish
direct to site this morning, so watch out for those as you browse.

Rita x

